
Neko Bookmark

1. Crease horizontally and 
vertically

2. Crease along the 
diagonal

3. Crease along half of the 
other diagonal

4. Fold the corners to the 
center 5. Turn over 6. Fold the left and right 

sides to the center

7. Bring the top corner 
down while squash-folding

8. Turn over 9. Valley-fold 10. Valley-fold

Neko Bookmark
Designed by Jo Nakashima

Date: 6/August/2011
Difficulty Level: 2/5
Time to fold it: 12 minutes
Video: http://youtu.be/bR1wc6K91fw

Standard paper

Tissue foil
Wet folding

Paper: 10cm x 10cm

Dedicated to Aileen Nakamura
http://jonakashima.com.br
http://youtube.com/jonakashima



11. Turn over 12. Bring the left edge to 
the right while squash-

folding

13. Fold it back 14. Repeat steps 12-13 on 
the right side

15. Turn over 16. Wrap around a layer 
from behind changing the 

color

17. Repeat on the right 
side

18. Crease along the angle 
bisector

23. Fold it back.
Turn over

24. Repeat steps18-23 
on the left side

25. Valley-fold 26. Valley-fold

19. Bring the corner up 21. Model will not lie 
flat. Turn over

22. Fold the left edge 
to the right. Squash-

fold to flatten the 

20. Bring the corner down 
and collapse using existing 

creases to make the ear

Neko Bookmark



Neko Bookmark

27. Valley-fold 29. Fold and unfold
(there are no reference 

points)

30. Open sink both 
corners

28. Valley-fold.
Turn over

x

31. Insert the flap x 
into the pocket. Repeat 

on the left and turn 

32. Unfold 33. Swivel-fold 34. Inside crimp-fold

35. Finished Neko 
Bookmark!

Hook it on the page of your book!



Neko Bookmark

Rabbit ear fold, no hind legs (very simple)

Based on rabbit ear fold, but with hind legs

Other ways to make the tail/hind legs
(Replace step 34)

Rabbit ear 
fold

Unsink Squash-fold Reverse-foldRabbit ear 
fold

x

Unfold a little and 
bring x inside the 

Original narrow

Inside crimp Tricky open Unfold


